Science Loves Art at 4th Street Studios

Science Loves Art (SLA) is a Wyoming nonprofit organization. Founded by artist, René Williams, art is used as a tool for exploring science through discovery and creation. SLA creates opportunities to bring science/scientists and art/artists together through studio art, exhibits and events. SLA’s art kits create opportunities for individuals and groups in isolated and rural areas across Wyoming to explore science and art. Using videos, social media and nonprofit collaborations SLA creates STEAM experiences with communities and individuals across Wyoming and across the USA.

Internship summary:
Some of SLA’s intern tasks are listed below. SLA is not looking for an intern that can accomplish all of these tasks but would prefer to offer an opportunity to someone that is motivated to contribute their skills, learn new skills and be part of a team and nonprofit organization.

Partial list of tasks for interns:
- **Statewide collaboration:**
  Our goal is to grow and maintain long term relationships with nonprofits and communities that are isolated and in rural areas.
  Use Air Table to organize statewide collaborations and outreach for annual reporting and our management team.
  Assist with assembly of Kits, supplies and inventory control.

- **Art Experiences (workshops in person and online):**
  Host or co-host art experiences using a variety of venues. Some in person and some online.
  Opportunity to travel from time to time to our statewide collaborators.

- **Marketing:**
  Social media posts
  Video production and editing
  Update branding as needed
  Help with QR code outreach and create catchy inserts for Kits and Art Experiences to encourage reviews and surveys of their experience
  Maintain online shops to include updates in inventory, photos and descriptions
  Write press releases and blogs

**Other:**
SLA / René Williams is on the outreach and education team of the Wyoming EPSCoR Microbe Project supported by the National Science Foundation. There are many opportunities to collaborate and work with statewide partners and UW science team and other EOD partners to bring microbes and fermentation to communities through art.
Term and hours:
10-15 hours per week.
$15 per hour beginning mid-October.
Possible continuation as an employee.

To Apply:
Submit the following to René Williams (info@ScienceLovesArt.org) by September 15, 2021, for priority consideration.
- Resume
- Cover letter describing your interests and goals for this internship.
- Feel free to submit additional information or links to projects or experiences that would demonstrate experiences in life or work projects.

Email René Williams with questions about SLA or the internship. info@ScienceLovesArt.org

FB: ScienceLovesArt
Instagram: Science.Loves.Art
Science Loves Art is also on YouTube. Find social media links from our website.